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Outlines Kahlo's life and main achievements, told to the reader in an engaging first-person account

A timeline and simple questions at the end of the book help children further understand and test their knowledge

Meet artist Frida Kahlo and find out about her life and work in this engagingly illustrated biography. Mexican artist Frida Kahlo created

vibrantly hued paintings – and led an equally colourful life. Known for her self-portraits, she became a feminist icon whose work now

sells for millions of dollars. This lively biography looks at Frida’s childhood – including her bout with polio – as well as her devotion to

Mexican culture and political causes; the bus accident that left her in chronic pain but also sparked her career; and her marriage to

Diego Rivera. Appealing illustrations, information on her breakthroughs and successes, and an index of major events reveal how Frida

left her mark on humanity. A timeline and simple quiz help kids test their understanding and knowledge. Ages: 6 plus

Jane Kent is a writer and editor with over 15 years' experience. After studying publishing at Oxford Brookes University, she worked

for some of the UK's top publishers before becoming a freelancer at JVK Creative. She works on both children's and licensed book and

magazine projects. Isabel Munoz is a very happy and enthusiastic illustrator, raised in a small town in the north of Spain. Painting was

her favourite hobby as a child, so when the time came it only made sense to study Fine Arts at university. Today, after lots of hard

work and many filled sketchbooks, Isabel's proud to say illustration has become her dream job.
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